SHERRATT OPTICIANS
CELEBRATE THEIR

25th YEAR
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The practice was opened in January 1990 by the owners, Paul and
Gillian Sherratt. Gillian qualified as an optometrist in 1978, after
graduating from Bradford University with a first class honours degree.
Paul’s background is in photography and business. Having met at the
theatre, they share a love of art and music, and in their time away
from the business, enjoy long walks with their flat-coated retrievers.

EXCELLENCE
IN EYECARE
Precision optical
solutions delivered
to you with care by
professionals

Gillian explains: ‘My professional interests are in science and problem-solving,
and in people and communication. So I wanted to offer a thorough eye
examination with advanced equipment in a comfortable and friendly
environment, whilst having time during the patient visit to listen to their
needs and provide solutions’.
Paul adds ‘We have a team of dedicated colleagues who work together to
deliver the very best in clinical care and product choice. Most of our clients
come on personal recommendation, and some of their testimonials can be
found overleaf’.

Brand new range of GUCCI styles with FREE
champagne. See overleaf for our SPECIAL
OFFERS!

www.sherrattopticians.co.uk

25th Anniversary Special Offers
Throughout 2014, we shall be asking our new and
returning customers to join us in celebrating our
anniversary with some very special offers.
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Look out for £25 off designer frames or your first
supply of contact lenses. A FREE bottle of
champagne with your GUCCI purchase.

Up to

Get

30% OFF
your second
pair!

Two pairs
for

£99

OFF
£60
Zeiss lenses

(standard single
vision lenses)

(conditions apply)

Afternoon Tea at Crewe Hall

Testimonials from
patients who visited
the practice this year:

Earlier this year, the team and their families met at Crewe
Hall for afternoon tea in style, with our own butler!

‘Cannot praise highly enough the standard
of expertise, whilst retaining an exceptional
friendliness and professionalism’
IB and BB, Nantwich
‘I always trust the staff here and they have
never failed me in their advice’
PM, Nantwich
‘All the staff are very helpful at all times.
I have been coming for 23 years, that must
say it all’
MH, Wistaston
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We look forward to welcoming both our existing
and new patients to our conveniently located
practice on Nantwich Road, Crewe.
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Why not book an appointment today and
take a look at what we can offer you.

MILL ST

EDLESTON ROAD A5078

76 - 78 Nantwich Road, Crewe
Cheshire CW2 6AL
Tel: 01270 505504
www.sherrattopticians.co.uk

